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[If you have any questions, are interested to see data that is not included in the 

repository, or require a specific code, please do not hesitate to contact me: 

a.keitel@dundee.ac.uk (https://keitelscience.com). I’m always happy to help!] 

Data submission contents  

This README file details how the Matlab® files contained in this data upload relate to 

the results shown in the manuscript figures. The zip file 

Data_auditory_visual_word_comprehension.zip contains 9 mat-files (often containing 

several variables). Two example stimuli are downloadable separately (each in .wav- 

and .avi format).  

Number of grid points for the whole brain is N = 12337, which corresponds to the inside 

grid points in the Fieldtrip standard sourcemodel with 6mm resolution 

(standard_sourcemodel3d6mm.mat). We only analysed cortical grid points here 

(N = 6490), leaving out subcortical regions. The full-brain indices that correspond to 

cortical grid points are detailed in roivoxel.mat. Where results are reported per 

condition, the order of conditions is always: 1=auditory, 2=audiovisual, 3=visual. 

 

Variables/abbreviations common to multiple analyses.  

nvox = 6,419. Number of cortical grid points in sourcemodel.  

nsub = 20/18. Number of participants for behavioural/MEG results. 

ncond = 3. Number of conditions. 

ntrials = 180. Number of trials (per condition). 

ntarg = 2. Number of target categories (adjectives or numbers) 
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Fig 1. Behavioural results and stimulus examples 

STIM_beautiful8.wav, STIM_beautiful8.avi. Example sentence (audio and 

video) “Can you believe, on Sunday night David examined five beautiful paintings” 

(target word: beautiful).  

All 18 target words can be found in STIM_target_strings.mat. 

BEH.mat contains: 

BEH_perf_snr. Table (nsub × 6) with participants’ average auditory, audiovisual, and 

visual performance and the individual SNR thresholds (plus sub_id and the selection of 

participants who contributed to the MEG analysis, subsel_neuro). 

BEH_trials. Single-trial performance for all participants (ntrials × ncond × nsub), 

coded as 1 [correct] and 0 [incorrect]).Trials 1:10 refer to target word beautiful, 11:20 to 

amazing, and so on (see list of target words). 

Fig 1 – S1. RSA data 

RDMs.mat_contains: 

RDMS_zcorr. Cell matrix with z-transformed correlation coefficients per subject for 

Spearman correlations between behavioural and stimulus RDMs (1 × ncond cell, with 

each cell nsub × 2 [1=phonetic and 2=semantic features]). Auditory and visual 

conditions (dimensions 1 & 3) are presented in the figure. 

RDMs_beh. Cell matrix with behavioural RDMs for each subject, condition, and target 

type (ncond × ntarg, with each cell nsub × 9 × 9). N=9 is the number of different 

adjectives and numbers used as stimuli (each repeated 10× in different trials). 

RDMs_words. Struct matrix with feature RDMs for all 18 target words. Contains fields 

RDM_words.Sem (1×2 cell) and RDM_words.Phon (1×2 cell), each with a 9 × 9 matrix 

containing the semantic/phonological distances between words (the first cell contains 

data for adjectives, the second for numbers). 

Fig 1 – S2. Further stimulus examples 

STIM_beautiful6.wav, STIM_beautiful6.avi. Example sentence (audio and 

video) “I nearly forgot, this Saturday afternoon Paul offered six beautiful necklaces” 

(target word: beautiful). All 18 target words can be found in 

STIM_target_strings.mat. 

Fig 2. Word classification  

CLASS.mat contains: 

CLASS. Matrix with results of word classification for all cortical grid points, all 18 

participants in the three conditions (nsub × nvox × ncond). Order of conditions is: 

1=auditory, 2=audiovisual, 3=visual. 
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Fig 2 – S1. Comparison auditory vs visual 

CLASS.mat contains: 

CLASS. Matrix with results of word classification for all cortical grid points, all 18 

participants in the three conditions (nsub × nvox × ncond). Order of conditions is: 

1=auditory, 2=audiovisual, 3=visual. 

CLASS_tval. Vector with t-values derived from z-scored difference between auditory 

and visual condition (1 × nvox). 

CLASS_bf. Vector with JZS Bayes Factors for the t-test between auditory and visual 

condition (1 × nvox). 

Fig 2 – S2. Results of audiovisual condition 

Results of the behavioural performance in the audiovisual condition can be found in 

BEH.mat. Results of word classification can be found in CLASS.mat. 

Fig 2 – S2. Cross-classification 

CROSS.mat contains: 

CROSS. Table matrix with results of cross classification for all cortical grid points, 

averaged across all 18 participants (nvox × 4).  

CROSS_tval. Table matrix with t-values derived from z-scored difference between the 

true distribution and the randomisation distribution (nvox × 4). 

CROSS_bf. Table matrix with JZS Bayes Factors for the t-test between the true 

distribution and the randomisation distribution (nvox × 4). 

Order of results in all tables is: 1=auditory-visual, 2=visual-auditory, 3=auditory-

audiovisual, 4=visual-audiovisual. 

Fig 3. Neurobehavioural prediction  

NEUROBEH.mat contains: 

NEUROBEH. Cell matrix with results of neurobehavioural prediction analysis for all 

cortical grid points and all 18 participants in the auditory and visual condition (1×3 cell, 

with each cell nsub × nvox). Order of conditions is: 1=auditory, 3=visual. Note that the 

audiovisual condition is omitted here because most participants performed at ceiling. 
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Fig 3 – S1. Comparison auditory vs visual 

NEUROBEH.mat contains: 

NEUROBEH. Matrix with results of neurobehavioural prediction analysis for all cortical 

grid points, all 18 participants in the three conditions (nsub × nvox × ncond). 

NEUROBEH_tval. Vector with t-values derived from z-scored difference between 

auditory and visual condition (1 × nvox). 

NEUROBEH_bf. Vector with JZS Bayes Factor for the t-test between auditory and visual 

condition (1 × nvox). 

Fig 3 – S2. Correlations classifications vs behaviour 

CLASSCORR.mat contains: 

CLASSCORR. Table matrix with results of across-participant correlations between word 

classification and behaviour for all cortical grid points (nvox × 4). 

NEUROBEH_bf. Vector with JZS Bayes Factors for the correlations between word 

classification and behaviour (nvox × 4). 

Order of results in both tables is: 1=auditory classification-auditory behaviour, 

2=auditory classification-auditory SNR, 3=visual classification-visual behaviour, 

4=visual classification-auditory SNR. 

Fig 4. Relationship classifications and neurobehavioural 

prediction 

CLASSN2B.mat contains: 

CLASSN2B_classvox. Cell matrix containing indices of significant grid points in the 

word classification (1 × ncond cell, with each cell nvox × 1, second cell is empty). Order 

of conditions is: 1=auditory, 3=visual. 

CLASSN2B_n2bvox. Cell matrix containing indices of significant grid points in the 

neurobehavioural prediction analysis (1 × ncond cell, with each cell nvox × 1, second 

cell is empty). Order of conditions is: 1=auditory, 3=visual. 

Note that the number of significant grid points (nvox) varies for each analysis. 

Furthermore, the indices correspond to cortical grid points specified in roivoxel.mat. 

For example, roivoxel(CLASSN2B_classvox{1}) will give you the whole-brain 

indices of all grid points with significant classification in the auditory condition. 

All datapoints for the scatterplot can be found in CLASS.mat (in the variable CLASS, 

which is nsub × nvox × ncond) and NEUROBEH.mat (in the variable NEUROBEH, which 

is  nsub × nvox × ncond). 

CLASSN2B_bs. Matrix with participant-specific beta values of the robust regression 

analysis of word classifications and neurobehavioural prediction, for the auditory and 

visual condition (nsub × ncond, second column is empty). Order of conditions is: 

1=auditory, 3=visual. 


